
Tech Data Finds All-in Field Sales Talent 
with Video Interviewing

Company’s Field Sales Manager West leverages 
WePow to gauge how candidates would act in front of
customers and advance the best talent



“I give WePow a 10 out of 10. It’s 
become a crucial part of my hiring 
process, and I can’t imagine hiring 
without it. I would be really upset if 
something happened and we 
didn’t have WePow anymore.”

– Joe Frisbie, 
Field Sales Manager West, 
Tech Data

“The time saving has been 
enormous, allowing recruiters to 
be more strategic and partner 
more e�ectively with our 
managers. I could not imagine 
recruiting in today’s environment 
without WePow in my toolbox!”

– Rosie Alonso, 
Manager of Talent Acquisition, 
Tech Data

CLIENT SYNOPSIS

CLIENT CHALLENGE

RESULTS

Leading technology 
distributor Tech Data helps 
many of the biggest tech 
companies bring their 
solutions

• Without an e�ective 
method to gauge how a 
field sales candidate may 
interact with customers,
the company struggled to 
identify the best talent

• With video interviewing, 
Tech Data can better 
evaluate candidates and 
their ability to build 
relationships.

• Video interviews can be 
replayed again and again to 
ensure the best candidates 
are identified and advanced
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OBJECTIVE

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

RESULTS

Tech Data is one of the world’s largest technology distributors, helping HP, 
Apple, Cisco, Microsoft and hundreds of others bring their products to 
market. To drive this mission, Tech Data relies on a team of field sales 
professionals able to acquire new clients and expand existing relationships.

Since adopting WePow, Tech Data benefits from finding the best people for its field sales positions,
using video responses to evaluate talent more thoroughly than before. As a result, WePow has become a 
crucial part of Frisbie’s hiring process. As Frisbie continues to build out Tech Data’s sales team, he plans 
to use WePow to hire the right candidates who are passionate, enthusiastic and determined. It’s not just 
sales managers like Frisbie who benefit from WePow; Tech Data has achieved company-wide success 
using the platform to evaluate candidates for a wide range of positions to learn what they can bring to the 
organization.

According to Rosie Alonso, Manager of Talent Acquisition,“WePow has become an integral part of our
recruiting process. Due to its adaptability, we have been successful in building out pipelines for all of our 
high volume roles and internship programs. 

For Tech Data, named by FORTUNE magazine as a 
“World’s Most Admired Company” for seven 
consecutive years, hiring people who share its core 
values is key to the company’s ongoing success. 
However, the company found itself challenged by 
the traditional talent acquisition process that can 
take a great deal of time. Hiring managers must sort 
through piles of resumes to find qualified talent, and
even then, they might not be advancing the best 
candidates.
The challenge of identifying which individuals may 
be best suited for success is even more di�cult 
forsales-focused positions, in which a candidate’s 
ability to go in front of an audience and sell is a 
criticalfactor in their ability to perform. However, 
gauging this skill is not always possible by 
reviewing aresume. Instead, Tech Data recognized 
the need to look beyond the resume to identify the 
sales talent that could make a positive impression 
on customers, and a positive impact on the 
company.

Understanding that video interviewing could 
provide the level of insight necessary to assess 
candidates for field sales positions – and for roles 
across all its departments – Tech Data adopted 
WePow in 2014. Equipped with this solution, Tech 
Data’s Field Sales Manager West, Joe Frisbie, can 
send pre-recorded interview questions to 
candidates, who then record their answers, helping 
him make more informed decisions about who 
should be called in for an in-person interview.
Frisbie, who hires around five sales professionals 
each year, wants candidates who are “all-in” and 
willing to go the extra mile for customers. To find 
those individuals, he uses WePow to ask questions 
that encourage candidates to show who they are – 
“It’s great to see them smile and sell themselves!”
Through each candidate’s responses to the WePow 
interview, he can better assess them and determine 
their ability to build and maintain relationships. And, 
as the WePow videos can be viewed repeatedly, 
Frisbie and other stakeholders can replay them 
again and again, helping to narrow the field.
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ABOUT WEPOW

CONTACT US

WePow connects recruiters, job candidates and employers through easy-to-use mobile and video 
interviewing solutions. Hundreds of organizations rely on WePow’s video and communications platform to 
improve recruiter productivity, deliver engaging candidate experiences and make the right hires. As a result, 
organizations regain time, reduce costs and recruit e�ectively.

wepow.com 
marketing@wepow.com
650.980.3370


